PROBE OF LUMBER TRUST TO BEGIN TODAY

Government's Keeping Course in Dark.

CHICAGO IS SCENE OF PROBE

Criminal Prosecutions Are Expected to Come Later.

OTHER LINES MAY BE HIT

Investigation of Retailers' Assn. Said to Be Forerunner of Wickesham's Campaign Against Other Conspiracies.

Chicago, June 4—(Special.)—It is rumored that an investigation will be made of the prominent lumber men of the Chicago district as a result of a petition from the Department of Justice calling for a probe of the lumber trust. It is said that the investigation is to be conducted by special agents of the Department of Justice and that the names of many prominent lumber men will be included.

The investigation is believed to be the forerunner of a wider investigation of the lumber industry, and it is expected that a large number of prosecutions will be brought as a result of the investigation.

The lumber industry is one of the most important in the country, and the investigation is expected to be of great importance.

MAD DOG BITES RESCUE OF GIRL

P ITTSBURGH, June 4—(Special.)—A mad dog bit a little girl yesterday in the East End of this city. The girl was rushed to the hospital, where she is now in a critical condition.

6 DROWNED WHEN BOAT TIPS OVER

Couple About to Be Married Among Victims.

ARMS ENTWINED, THEY SINK

Brother Forbids Trying to Rescue Sister.

FATHER AND TOT GO FIRST

Captured Craft Turns Over and Drowns 5 in Squad; 2 at Hilltop Air Seaplane Approaching Approaching Wedding Amuck.
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